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An up-to-date and entertaining book with helpful tips on how to play today's standard reel-spinning

and multiline video slots. The book also explains how the new generation of coinless (ticket-in,

ticket-out) slots work." Its 108 pages reveal up-to-date slot-playing secrets passed along by casino

insiders, computer programmers, mathematicians, and slot-wise players nationwide -- plus the

author's 30 years' experience in the slot trenches. The author states that today's one- armed

bandits are computers in slot's clothing. He then describes, with a touch of humor, how they work,

how to find the loosest slots, and how to play them. The book also discusses slot-playing myths, the

role of luck, streaks, common slot- playing mistakes, betting strategies, how the casinos think and

how they want you to think, and more! If you try your luck at today's high-tech computerized slots,

you owe it to yourself to learn all you can about them. And Secrets of Modern Slot Playing tells you

in easy- to-understand non-technical language all that you really need to know to come home a

winner more often. Don't play another slot machine until you've read this book! --This text refers to

an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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I jet got this book today (July 3, 2006) and read it through in one day as well. Regardless of the size

of the book, it was filled with good and useful information in regards to how slots works, the

dispelling of common myths, and how to modify you style of play to prolong your enjoyment in the

casino.A fascinating feature of the book is a list of known casinos in the U.S. and their average

payback based on location and denomination of the machine. This was information I have never

seen before and helped me determine which of the casinos near me have the better paying slots.It



was also nice to see that they weren't trying to "sell a system." The book explains that the slot

machines are nothing more than computer-based random number generators and that there is

nothing you can do that will alter their play or cause them to pay out better. It does suggest how to

alter your method of play to prolong your playing time, if not improve your chances of winning.While

Book Mama complained that the methods described in the book didn't work in an Indian casino, the

book does explain that some Indian casinos have lower payout rates than most other casinos.My

only problem with the book is that, while it did discuss tax rules in regards to your winnings, I wished

it had given more detailed information than what it did. Still, it's a pretty good book.

A big a waste of money as slots themselves. The author essentially provides a guide to what you

already know - you throw in your coins and take your chances. But, just like slots, no one forced me

to pay for this! Don't waste your time. Even seasoned slots players like myself won't find anything

useful here.

This was a quick read and a lot of fun as well. Filled with information that ran from common sense to

the intricacies of computer slots. Lots of jokes, and sensible tips for enjoying you slot time without

loosing your shirt.
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